
Ideas for a Fun Halloween



Costumes



One of the hottest recent movies is “Pirates of the Caribbean.” With pirates growing in
popularity, it makes sense that your son or daughter may wish to be a pirate for
Halloween. These are not only fun costumes to make, but quite easy as well. So let’s
make a homemade pirate’s costume!

Here’s is what is needed: A red bandana and thick red ribbon or large red scarf; old pair
of black pants and a white shirt or blouse; an eye patch; hoop earrings – preferable
clip-on; black and red eyeliner; cardboard and tin foil; fake bird and wire; and black and
brown masking tape. 

Fray the edges of the pants and shirt. Place the red bandana on the child’s head and
then tie the red ribbon or scarf around the waist. Use some black eye liner to paint the
face with a mustache. Use some red eyeliner to paint a scar on the face. Put on the
earrings and the eye patch.  

To make a sword (every pirate needs a sword), use cardboard and cut out the shape of a
sword. Cover it with tin foil. Use black masking tape for the handle. 

To make the pirate’s costume authentic to the movie, you can purchase a fake bird and
use wire to attach it to the pirates shoulder or sleeve. The funkier the bird, the better.

Here’s another tip:If you wish to have the pirate wear a peg leg, you can simply tape
one pant leg with brown masking tape all the way down to the tip of the shoe. Keep the
toe part uncovered. Or if this is not suitable for your child, you can always spray paint
the leg with brown spray, simulating a wooden peg leg. 

Making a pirates costume allows you to be as creative as you wish. Add sparkles to the
eye patch, find an old black hat in a thrift store, or instead of a sash, have the pirate
wear a belt with a large buckle. There are so many ideas one can use to make a pirate
costume for Halloween extra special.  

Have a happy Halloween…….. Argh!

Argh...Matey!



Butterflies are lovely to look at, but it is even more beautiful when your child decides to
become one for Halloween. Here are some tips on how to make a homemade butterfly
costume.

Before you begin this project, you may wish to take a trip to the library and check out
the books on butterflies. Let your child choose one she particularly likes and follow the
color scheme when making the costume.

Purchase sheer fabric in the color your child has chosen. Find fabric that has spots or
designs which closely resemble a butterfly. Then cut the fabric in half. 

Since the body of the butterfly tends to be black, your child can wear a black turtleneck
or body suit and leotards. Sew each piece of fabric down the back of the leotard and
take the other ends and sew each piece to the sleeve of the turtleneck or body suit.
When your child lifts her arms, the wings will show their brilliant color.

Use black eye-liner to place dots on the child’s face. Use pipe cleaners to make the 
 antennae by taking long strips of construction paper and wrapping it around your
child’s head to ensure a good fit. Attach the pipe cleaners to the construction paper
with staples, then place cotton balls at the tip of each of the pipe cleaners.You can
color the cotton balls with whatever color is dominant in the butterfly.

Another creative idea is to dress your child up in a warm solid color outfit, especially if
it’s a cold Halloween. One that is similar to a jogging suit and has a stripe down the side
of the pant legs would work. 

Make the wings by using cardboard to trace the design. Cut it out and then paint the
wings a color that closely matches the outfit. Add glitter or stickers to the wings as
well. You can attach the wings by taking ribbon of the same color and wrapping it
around the center part of the wings (where it curves inward), and then around the
child. In this way, it won’t fall off the back. 

Butterfly



You know what’s so great about dressing up for Halloween? You can be just about
anyone you want to be. Dressing up as a little old lady or little old man are no
exceptions.These costumes are so easy to make.You just need the help of your parents
to accessorize the look.

To dress up as a little old lady, one can utilize an old house dress, a pair of heavy knee-
hi stockings, a white wig, glasses, sneakers, a really old-fashioned pocket book, and
bobby pins.

Shorten the house dress to fit just below the knee. Then put on the knee-hi stockings
and roll them down a bit.  Sneakers or old shoes would be fine. If you can find a white
wig, it would be perfect. If not, you can make the child’s hair gray using flour.The
pocket book is perfect for show.The bobby pins are wonderful as you can make pin
curls on your child’s head. If you have an old hat, add that to the mix as well. Finally, the
eye glasses and voila, a little old lady has been made.

To dress up as a little old man, use dark pants, a dress shirt, vest, and a jacket. You’ll
need a hat as well as a cane. Use flour on the hair for the graying effect. Brown shoes
would be appropriate, as well as brown or black socks, depending upon the color of the
suit.  If you happen to have a pocket watch, you can add that accessory as well.

If you wish to add some additional accessories, you can always have the little old lady
push a wagon – the kind used for grocery shopping. You may also want to have the
little old man carry a newspaper under his arm as well.

Have fun creating these costumes. You certainly have enough to work with. Look at
pictures of your parents or their parents. Perhaps you may want to dress up your kids
in a different period such as the 30s or 40s. Either way, your entire family will have a
great time.

Little Old Lady/Man



Ah, the 80’s. What a time that was. If you have a son or daughter or who wishes to
recreate that time in the form of a Halloween costume, here are some suggestions.

The items needed are make-up, make-up, and more make-up. In addition, jeans with
holes in the knees, a funky shirt, some stick-on tattoos, boots, hair gel, and thick black
watches or bands for the wrists.  

Obviously, it’s all about the make-up and hair. The clothes are the accessories in this
case. However, the shirt worn should reflect the 80’s. A punk rock band shirt or
perhaps you can make really fantastic punk shirt using your creative talents, a white
shirt and drawing logos from that time, or quotes and terms used during that period.

Let’s begin with the make-up. Heavy eye-liner, worn on the eye-lids and under the
eyes, red lipstick, eye shadow; the more colorful the better, mascara, and thick
eyebrows just about cover the facial part of this costume.

For the hair, there are two ways to set about making a punk hairstyle. Either purchase a
pink or blue punk wig or use hair gel to spike the hair. The hair can also be styled into
the Mohawk or the Tina Turner look. You can even spray on some color to the tips of
the spiked hair as well.

A chain belt would be cool as well. A black leather jacket, if you have one, would
definitely be appropriate to wear. There are some pictures of 80's punk rockers who
wore spiked chokers and wristbands. Thick bangle bracelets were in as well as large
psychedelic earrings.

Gloves can also be made to reflect the era by adding studs to them. Also, if you can find
a pair of wild sunglasses, they would complete the entire outfit. One more item you
may wish to add - no punk rocker is complete without a guitar. If you can find a cheap
guitar with a shoulder strap, this would certainly enhance the look.

Punk Rocker



Fun & Games



Haunted houses can be a fun part of Halloween, but many times they are too expensive
or too scary for younger children. A simple haunted house in the backyard can provide
all the thrills while still having that comfort zone of home. A few simple decorations and
a bit of imagination can provide an evening of fun.By making it large enough that kids
and grownups can go through it together you’ll also help the younger ones feel a bit
braver.

Some cardboard boxes, sheets and clothesline can become a maze for the kids to go
through. Bales of hay can also make a nice touch as tunnels to crawl through. If you live
near a farm, you may be able to borrow a few bales and return them after the party.
The maze doesn’t have to be intricate. Even a few twists and turns will allow for
surprises around each corner. 

Enlist the kids help to decorate the cardboard and sheets with glow-in-the-dark paint
to help create the walls. Position a few black lights to make them visible to your guests.
The kids will love painting designs and pictures with the bright colors. Have them come
up with scary phrases, like “Beware All Who Enter Here” or “Ghosts and Goblins Only”
to decorate the walls of the backyard haunted house.

Lighting is an important part of a haunted house. You want enough light that people
can see where to walk safely, but not so much that they see what’s awaiting them
ahead.There are many theme lights such as ghosts and pumpkins available, but
Christmas tree lights work just as well.Strobe lights can also add to the spooky
atmosphere as can a fog machine. Jack-o-lanterns are also a nice touch, but use
battery-operated lights in them for safety.   

Hanging rubber bats, ghosts and other creepy crawlers around on different length
strings, long enough that people will bump into, may make a few people jump. Have a
few volunteers dress up in spooky costumes and hide behind trees and around corners
of the maze to add to the scare factor. If you think a younger child might be too scared
by them, let them see the people getting in their costumes before hiding. This way,
they’ll know it’s really people they know in costumes and not real monsters.

Haunted House



Invite the neighborhood trick-or-treaters to venture through your haunted house,
having the treats passed out by the various monsters hiding through the maze. It makes
it a little more exciting for the kids. It’s sure to make your home a favorite stop of all the
little ghosts and goblins.

As you plan your haunted house layout, keep safety in mind. Remove any sticks that
may cause someone to trip. Avoid tree roots that may be sticking up out of the ground.
Look for rocks, too. As long as you are creative, have fun, and keep safety in mind, it’s
sure to be the hit of the neighborhood.



Part of the fun of Halloween is playing silly games. When planning the games, it’s best
to keep the costumes in mind and plan things that will work around them. Games
should be simple with easy to follow rules. 

Bobbing for Apples – A classic Halloween party game has always been bobbing for
apples, however some kids don’t like putting their face in the water or don’t want to
mess up the make up that took a long time to perfect. One variation of this game is to
tie the stems of the apples to varied lengths of string and then hang them up. Then the
people have to put their hands behind their back and try to take a bite out of the apple.
You can also play the game using marshmallows.

Mummy Wrap Up – Divide guests into small groups. Provide them each with a roll or
two of toilet paper and see who can use the tissue paper to wrap up one of their
teammates the fastest. The first one to complete their mummy using the entire roll
wins.

Jack-o-Lantern Faces – Hang a picture of a jack-o-lantern on the wall and have
matching face pieces cut out of black paper for the eyes, nose and mouth. Place sticky-
tack on the back of the pieces. Blindfold each player when it is their turn and play the
same as pin the tail on the donkey except players put the eyes, nose and mouth on the
pumpkin face. Younger children can do just the mouth, while older children and adults
can do the entire face for more of a challenge. 

Ghost Hunters – Cut out several paper ghosts and divide the players into two groups.
Have one team hide the ghosts around the room. The other team has to hunt down the
ghosts.Play continues until all ghosts are found. The team that hunts the most ghosts
wins.

Ghost Bowling – Collect ten empty one or two liter soda pop bottles (use the larger
bottles for younger guests). Paint the bottles white and decorate with silly ghost faces.
Use a small playground size ball as the bowling ball.If you can find orange ones,
decorating them as jack-o-lanterns can add to the fun.

Games



Upset the Candy Dish – Place chairs in a circle, facing in, having one less than the
number of players.Whisper in each child’s ear the name of a favorite Trick or Treat
candy. They will become this piece of candy in the candy dish. Have one person stand
in the middle of the circle to be “it”.The child in the middle will call one or two types of
candy. If the candy name that’s called is matches the one the children are, they should
stand up and try to move to another empty seat. Occasionally, the child who is “it” calls
out, “Upset the candy dish.” and all the players need to move to a new seat. If any of the
candy kids can’t find a seat they then become “it.”

Pirates’ Treasure – Fill two small buckets with sand and place inside a larger washtub
or box.Bury treasure in the buckets such as small prizes or candy. Each player receives
a plastic spoon to dig for their treasure. Divide players into two teams. Position players
around their designated bucket and tell them when to start. They dig in their treasure
“chests” until every piece is found. The first team to find all their treasure wins. 



Kids always have fun making crafts, especially holiday-themed crafts. Here are four fun
Halloween craft ideas for your kids to make this year.

1. Trick-or-Treat bucket
Supplies: ice cream bucket, construction paper, markers, crayons, glue, glitter (any
craft supplies)
Directions: Use construction paper to draw ghosts, pumpkins, scarecrows, etc. Cut out
your decorations and glue them to the outside of an ice cream bucket.

2. Trick-or-Treat goody bags
Supplies: small brown paper bags, Halloween stickers, markers, treats (candy, pencils,
erasers, bubblegum, etc.)
Directions: Decorate paper bags in Halloween themes using your art supplies. Put
treats inside bags. Fold the top of the bag down and tape shut with a Halloween sticker.

3. Tiny pumpkins
Supplies: acorns, orange paint, and green paint
Directions: Lay acorns on a sheet of newspaper. Paint the bottom of the acorns with
orange paint. After the orange paint dries, paint the top of the acorns green (for the
stem of the pumpkin). Allow to dry thoroughly. 

4. Spooky Spiders
Supplies: black fabric, cotton balls or cotton stuffing, black pipe cleaners, small bowl or
saucer, white paint or marking pen (if desired).
Directions: Place the black fabric on a flat surface. Using a small bowl or saucer, place it
on the fabric and trace it onto the fabric. Using scissors, cut out the circle.Place cotton
balls or stuffing in the center of the fabric circle, and pulling the sides of the fabric
around the stuffing, form a ball. Glue the fabric in place. Bend the pipe cleaners to form
the legs. Glue into place (2 to 3 on each side). Using the marking pen, draw lines or
shapes on the spider.

Crafts



Tasty Treats



Recipes
What kid doesn't love Halloween? Some of us grownups seem to get a kick out of it as
well... Here are some really easy, kid-friendly recipes you can use for Halloween parties
or special Halloween treats! 

Caramel Apples 

Ingredients: 
6 apples
1 (14 ounce) package individually wrapped caramels
2 tablespoons milk 

Directions: 

Lightly butter a baking sheet and set aside. Remove the stem from each apple and stick
a craft (Popsicle) stick into the top of each apple. Unwrap caramels and place caramels
and milk in a microwave safe bowl.   Microwave approximately 2 minutes, stirring half
way through. Carefully remove caramel from microwave and let cool for about 1
minute. Quickly roll each apple in caramel until well coated. Place on prepared baking
tray and allow to set. 

Monster Party Mix 

* Be warned this mixture is very rich and contains quite a bit of sugar… serve in small
amounts!

Ingredients: 

1(11 ounce) package of small pretzels 
1 (10 ounce) package miniature peanut butter filled crackers 
1 cup sugar 
½ cup butter or margarine
½ cup light corn syrup 
2 teaspoons vanilla extract 
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 (10 ounce) package M&M's
1 (18 ounce) package candy corn 



Monster Party Mix (cont.)

Directions: 

In a large bowl combine pretzels and peanut butter crackers and set aside. In a large
saucepan combine sugar, butter and corn syrup. Bring to a boil over medium heat and
simmer for approximately 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. Remove from heat and stir in
vanilla and baking soda. Pour over pretzel mixture and stir until coated. Transfer
mixture to a greased baking pan. 

Bake at 250F for 45 minutes, stirring every 10 minutes. Remove from oven and break
apart while warm then allow to cool completely. Transfer to large bowl and toss with
candy corn and M&M's. Store in an airtight container.

Easy Halloween Party Mix 

Ingredients: 

10 cups prepared popcorn
1 package peanut butter chips 
1 cup candy corn 
1 cup chocolate chips 

Directions: 

Combine all ingredients in a large bowl and mix well. 

Hot Witch's Cider 

Ingredients: 

1 gallon apple cider 
1 (16 ounce) can frozen orange juice concentrate 
2 cinnamon sticks
2 cloves 

Directions: 

Combine all ingredients in a large saucepan. Simmer over low heat for approximately 15
minutes. Transfer to punch bowl and serve. 



Pumpkin & Goblins Punch 

Ingredients: 

1 (12-ounce) can frozen orange juice concentrate, thawed
1 (14-ounce) can sweetened condensed milk 
2 (1-liter) bottles of ginger ale
1 package orange sherbet
 
Directions:

 In a punch bowl combine condensed milk and orange juice concentrate.  Add ginger
ale and mix well. Right before serving top with scoops of orange sherbet and serve. 
 
Scary Frozen Bugs 

*These are great for serving in party punch or drinks. 

Ingredients: 

Water
Raisins 

Directions: 

Fill ice cube tray with water and place a raisin in each ice cube. Freeze and use. 

Mummy Dogs 

Ingredients: 

6 hot dogs 
1 package ready to bake pastry 
Parmesan cheese 

Directions: 

Wrap each hot dog in a pastry sheet and lightly brush with melted butter. Sprinkle
parmesan cheese over top. Place "mummy dogs" on a lightly greased baking tray and
bake at 350F for approximately 15 minutes or until golden and baked through. Top with
"blood" (ketchup) and serve. 



Halloween Burgers 

Ingredients: 

6 hamburgers or veggie burgers 
6 slices cheese 
Pitted olives 
Red and green bell peppers 
6 lettuce leaves 
6 hamburger buns (split) 

Directions: 

Using a pumpkin shaped cookie cutter cut cheese into pumpkin shapes. Cut olives into
shapes for eyes and nose. 

Cut bell peppers into shapes for mouth and pumpkin top (green pepper). Cook burgers
according to recipe and during the last few minutes of cooking top with cheese.

Carefully remove and place into lettuce-lined buns. Garnish pumpkin face using olives
and peppers. Serve open top. 

Ghostly Eyeballs 

Ingredients: 

2 packages red Jell-O 
Vanilla ice cream 
Raisins 
Tube of Red decorating Icing (or jell) 

Directions: 

Prepare Jell-O according to package instructions. Fill individual glass serving bowls
with Jell-O and place in refrigerator to set. 

Once Jell-o has set, using a spoon scoop out a circle of Jell-O in center of bowl. Fill
circle with one scoop of vanilla ice cream. 

Place one raisin in center of ice cream and using red decorating icing, paint lines going
down the side. This will create a "bloodshot eye" swimming in "blood".



Pumpkin Cake 

Ingredients: 

3 1/2 cups self-rising flour 
2 1/2 cups brown sugar 
4 eggs 
1 cup vegetable oil
1 (16 ounce) can pumpkin puree 
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 teaspoon all spice 
1 cup chopped walnuts (optional)
 
Directions:

 In a large bowl combine flour, sugar and spices. In a separate bowl combine beaten
eggs, vegetable oil and pumpkin puree. 

Mix well and add pumpkin mixture to flour mixture. Mix well. Fold in chopped walnuts
(if using). Place in a lightly greased pumpkin shaped baking tin. Bake in a preheated
oven at 350 for approximately 25 minutes or until golden and baked through. Decorate
with orange frosting, candy corn and licorice to form a pumpkin face.

Tip: If you don’t have a pumpkin shaped baking tin, you can use a regular tin and
decorate as a pumpkin for a similar effect.

Graveyard Cupcakes 

Ingredients: 

Prepared Cupcakes 
Frosting of choice 
1 package gummy worms
1 package chocolate cookies or graham crackers

Directions: 

Place a few cookies in a plastic bag and using the back of your hand or a rolling pin
press down until mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs. Using a teaspoon make a small
well in the center of each cupcake. Frost cupcakes around well and sprinkle with cookie
crumb mixture. Stick a gummy worm into the center of each cupcake.


